Cabinet met on Wed., Oct. 3, and discussed:

1. **Community Leadership Institute.** Discussed possible nominees to the CLI Class of 2008. The Community Leadership Institute of Cape Cod and the Islands is associated with the [National Association for Community Leadership](https://www.nacel.org) and is an affiliated program of [Cape Cod Community College](https://www.ccc.edu). The mission of CLI is to foster the growth of existing and potential community leaders on Cape Cod and the Islands. Several College employees are alumni.

2. **NEASC Annual Conference Dec. 5-7.** Discussed conference schedule and leadership team to attend (Pres. Schatzerberg, Phil Sisson, David Hemenway, Michael Gross, Academic Deans, and co-chairs of the Self-Study Steering Committee. Linda Houle will coordinate the registrations for those attending.

3. **NEASC Visiting Team.** Reviewed credentials of the proposed visiting team.

4. **College Meeting Survey.** Reviewed results from the annual College Meeting survey. Data indicate a decline in the number of people who are satisfied with our governance systems, but the number of people who want to change the system was down! David Hemenway will discuss the findings at the next College Meeting.

5. **Fall Enrollment.** David Hemenway reported that he is working with Rick Crowe to improve the enrollment report to reflect withdrawals. CCCC has a credit hour increase of 5% and a headcount increase of 4% this fall. President Schatzberg will bring the subject of withdrawals and a uniform count date to the Presidents Council for discussion.

6. **Trustee Agenda.** Reviewed the draft Trustee Agenda for the October 16th meeting and discussed format changes for the Enrollment Report.

7. **Equal Opportunity /Institutional Development Search Committee.** Discussed possible members of the search committee.